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â€œSINS OF. THE FATHERâ€ has been rated NC-17, erotic, by two individual reviewers. We strongly suggest storing this electronic book in a place where young readers not meant
to view it are unlikely to happen upon it. That said, enjoyâ€¦ Chapter 1 â€œ.Â But in JD Mahoneyâ€™s eyes, she knew, one of the Morgans had to pay for the fatherâ€™s sins. And
since the father was dead and she now owned Morgan Chemicals outright, there was only one woman who could pay for them. She made it to the heavy double doors of the posh
office and was preparing to open them when a rough palm slapped against the wood beam above her head and didnâ€™t budge. She gulped nervously, able to feel the heat
radiating off of the six-foot one-inch body that was pressed against hers from behind. The book opens in New York, 1939. Harry Clifton, under the new identity of Tom Bradshaw, finds
himself arrested for first degree murder. When Sefton Jelks, a top Manhattan lawyer, offers his services for nothing, penniless Harry has little choice but to accept his advice.Â In
Jeffrey Archerâ€™s epic novel, family loyalties are stretched to their very limits as secrets continue to unravel. The Sins of the Father bears all the characteristic twists of a classic
Archer novel, and leaves readers wanting more. Published on 15th March 2012 by Macmillan. Available from. Reviews. â€ Loved, loved, loved this second installment of Archers
Clifton Chronicles. Being already invested in these characters enabled me to enjoy this even more than the first. Movinâ€™ on to book threeâ€¦ â€œ sins of the father. susieboo.
Summary: Grace and Audrey Sawyer were never told that their father was Jason Dean. Nor were they told that he and their mother, Veronica, went on a semi-accidental killing spree
in the 1980s. They also weren't told that their dear father has been keeping an eye on them for sixteen years. J.D., meanwhile, was never told that he had a pair of twin daughters. To
be fair, Veronica was never told that J.D. survived the explosion that allegedly killed him.Â Veronica closed the book and stood from her bed. Her whole body ached, but it had for
several nights now. At first she thought it was her period, but it was nearly two weeks late now. Somewhere on the edge of Indiana, there was a small hospital. In that hospital, there
was a coma ward. Jeffrey Archer. Jen25 says: I love historical fiction, sweeping family sagas and mysteries, especially if there are sequels! Lately I've become obsessed with The
Clifton Chronicles by Jeffrey Archer. Now I'm sure many of you have read these long ago, but I am new to the series, and find that the historical references are amazingly relevant
today, including mentions of the Berlin Wall and the fall of communism, and the early roots of the European Union. Archer weaves the story of the Clifton and Barrington families into
the actual events of the times with plot lines that are not al The Clifton Chronicle's second book Sins Of The Father was undoubtedly your worst work. The good people are classless,
brave, ingenious and courageous whereas the bad ones are class-conscious, inept, upper-class arrogant berks. They are just rehashes of all the old books. If this keeps going on you
might take Chetan Bhagat's place in my heart!Â By the end of the book you don't freaking care of Harry's Hugo's son or not. It's becoming harder and harder to believe that this was
the same man who gave us Kane and Abel and The Prodigal Daughter. The thing is I grew up on Jeffrey Archer and I can't not read a new Archer book but it's getting harder and
harder to be loyal.

